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. Robinson LADB News Analyst Everyone in Nicaragua agrees that the only hope for containing
social and political conflict and bringing about economic recovery lies in a "social pact" negotiated
between the different sectors of society, or a "concertacion," as it is called in Nicaragua. Yet
each party has its own point of view on what this means in practice, and every time attempts
are made to define a concrete agenda, accusations fly every which way and tensions subsume
the effort. When the Sandinista Front (FSLN) and the opposition trade unions announced they
would not participate in the September 20-21 meetings called by the government to negotiate "la
concertacion," Deputy Minister of the Presidency Antonio Ibarra charged that the Sandinistas
were "unpatriotic" and economic authorities fretted that incipient negotiations with international
financial institutions would be undermined. Nicaragua is once again on the brink of civil strife.
Trade unions are launching a new wave of strikes, land takeovers are spreading throughout the
countryside, and socioeconomic indicators continue their precipitous drop. Given the magnitude
of the crisis in Nicaragua - described by the World Bank as the worst in Latin America - the issue
is not whether sacrifices are required, but rather how the sacrifices are distributed among the
different sectors of society. The Sandinista Precedent and the Strikes The idea of concertacion
actually originated during the Sandinista government, as a social adjunct to the economic austerity
program it introduced in 1988. The Sandinistas opened discussions with the private sector and
political opposition on specific measures and on their participation in the plan. It was, in fact,
the moderate "technocrats" that now dominate the Chamorro cabinet who at the time showed
the most enthusiasm for concertacion with the Sandinista government. The electoral process
eventually eclipsed the Sandinistas' concertacion, followed by the tensions of the transition and
then by two general strikes, first in May then in July. While the first strike had more to do with
political animosities held over from the electoral period, the second was over the social and
economic program of the new government. The second strike nearly plunged the country into
civil war. Realization by both sides that the costs were too high, and the outcome beyond the
control of either paved the way for a negotiated agreement, signed on July 11. The agreement,
among other things, committed the government to repealing several of its measures, and to
designing social and economic policies with the participation of workers. The agreement sparked
enthusiasm over prospects for reviving concertacion under the new government. On September
14 - Nicaragua's independence day - President Chamorro announced that the formal, inaugural
session of the concertacion process would take place on September 20-21, with the participation
of government, labor unions, businesspersons and the political opposition (which includes both
the FSLN and the right-wing within UNO). False Start In the days preceding the session, however,
organizations linked to the FSLN announced that they would not attend. The National Workers
Front (FNT) - the principal opposition union federation - claimed that the July agreements had been
systematically violated by the government. Under such conditions, said the FNT, the necessary
climate of confidence does not exist for reaching agreements. An earlier 11-point communique by
the FNT detailed these alleged violations. It noted, among other examples, that the July agreement
called for suspension of renting public lands to private businesspeople, but that three times as much
land was rented out after the strike accord than before it. The document accused the government of
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a "vengeful and arbitrary attitude," pointing out that 3,023 public employees had been summarily
dismissed despite agreement to respect the Civil Service Law which protects them. It said that
the government's justification was the need to reduce the budget, yet 2,238 new employees loyal
to the UNO have been contracted. In the communique, the FNT said it had taken the lead in
calling for concertacion, and was prepared to add its "efforts and sacrifices in order to repair the
economy in the framework of respect for our rights and the (signed) agreements." But the current
climate of mistrust "throws doubts upon the government's sincerity" in calling for concertacion,
it concluded. In support of the FNT position, the FSLN called for a 30-day postponement of the
inaugural session. A communique by the party said, "The FSLN is decidedly in favor of an authentic
national concertacion as the only way to confront the political, economic, and social crisis in the
country. But the main responsibility falls on the government to create minimal conditions so that
this effort produces the results we all want." Backdrop to Concertacion: Economic Policy The new
government's economic stabilization policies are in many respects a continuation of the Sandinista
austerity program. Both governments set as goals the correction of macroeconomic imbalances
via reducing public spending, containing inflation, stabilizing the currency, and reactivating
the productive sector, particularly exports. Yet there are important differences, both economic
and social, which help explain why the Sandinistas were able to contain tensions in two years
of their austerity measures, while in less than six months the new government's program has
generated such unrest. First, and irrespective of actual policy, the Sandinistas practiced a style of
government which helped defuse tensions. They usually sought "consultation" with the population.
Austerity measures were discussed and explained in the mass media and at public forums. And,
as a consequence of this process, the measures were often modified before implementation. The
Chamorro government practices a more exclusionary style of government, which the trade unions,
accustomed to having a say in policy elaboration, now resent as "unilateral behavior" taken "behind
the backs of the population." As one observer put it: "There is a big rush to apply methods that have
a high social cost without first holding negotiations which could legitimize their implementation."
Second, the Sandinistas, although they curtailed the broad social programs introduced in the early
years of the Revolution, were able to maintain a minimal social safety net. Subsidies on the most
essential consumption and proportionally large educational and health budgets served to distribute
the burden of austerity and protect the most vulnerable. In their effort to further reduce the deficit,
the UNO authorities have all but eliminated this net. Reduction of social spending has in fact
brought the deficit down. But it has also generated great insecurity among the poor and salaried
sectors. (cont.)
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